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Is evolution the great lie – part 7 

 

From our last post we were 

discussing some of the problems 

associated with biochemical 

evolution.  

We said that a synthesised reaction 

of life may be possible when really 

long time spans are given. However 

even if a synthesised reaction is 

possible, which is highly unlikely 

considering the second law of 

thermodynamics, the synthesised 

reaction is unlikely to be 

maintained, and reversed. Long 

time spans do not solve the 

problem, but only had more 

difficulty to randomly produce life.  

We also said an alternative view of biochemical evolution is that life exists because matter is 

inherently designed to lead to life. The matter contains in them, somehow, the know-how to 

lead to chemical complexity and eventually life. We said that this hypothesis is called 

biochemical predestination.  

We also said that biomonomers are known to occur spontaneously. Some of these 

biomonomers are amino acids, sugars, heterocyclic bases, and porphyrins. We said that while 

these biomonomers have been demonstrated to occur spontaneously, life definitely has not. 

Much is still left to be accounted for life to occur; enzymes, DNA, RNA, ribosomes, specificity, 

coordination and complex coding. We will try and account for these below.  

DNA represents a definite, orderly code which conveys information to a code reader. For 

example if we compare the genetic code to writing we find that the two are not dissimilar. If we 

have an alphabetical sequence D-N-A or A-N-D we find that these sequences have meaning. If 

however we find the sequence N-D-A, we find that this sequence is empty. Even though the 

letters are the same, it is clear that the order determines the information conveyed. This 

alphabetical sequencing is just how the cell uses DNA to ensure specific protein syntheses are 
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carried out. Thus we must predict that DNA sequencing involves non-random specific coding, 

otherwise the order will be incorrect and therefore meaning is lost.  

Let’s use a practical calculation to show the probability of random codes. Consider a simple 
400-letter gene and assume a monkey is using a genetic typewriter to spell out the code. Since 
it is a genetic typewriter the monkey has four keys to choose from each time (A, T, G, and C). 
The chances of the monkey (randomly) getting the correct order for the first sequence are four 
to one. The odds against getting the second sequence right are sixteen to one. The odds for 
getting the first three sequences right are sixty-four to one. We need to keep going 397 times 
to reach our 400-letter gene.  
 
You can surely work out that the odds of reaching our 400-letter gene randomly are remotely 
slim. In fact for a simple gene of only 300 sequences the “odds against” have been calculated as 
one followed by 130 zeros, to one1. No respectable scientist would believe in this absurd blind 
chance. They should come to the conclusion that sequenced DNA and proteins cannot be 
attributed to chance alone, and exogenous force must exist.  
 
Besides randomness in any code sequence destroys the code. Randomness and code cannot co-
exist and therefore how could we come to the absurd conclusion that randomness lead to the 
genetic code? Yet, the evolutionist must suggest that randomness lead to code sequences. The 
whole idea is one huge paradox, as they are both incompatible with each other. Code 
sequences and randomness are just as incompatible as fire and water.  
 
The grand problem in biochemical evolution is that pure random processes cannot de-
randomise matter without some mechanism doing so. Also this mechanism must not collide 
with the known laws of thermodynamics. Random matter, left to itself, does not habitually or 
spontaneously derandomise itself2.  
 
Even scientists who insist on evolution know the difficulty of randomness and code co-existing. 
“No currently existing formal language can tolerate random changes in the symbol sequences 
which express its sentences. Meaning is invariably destroyed. Any changes must be syntactically 
lawful ones”3.  
 
Since there is no evidence of viable proteins being formed randomly, the problem is shifted to 
time. The practice, which is common throughout all evolutionary theory, is that long time 
periods explain the synthesis of specificity and code sequences through randomness. If one 
allows enough time, millions and billions of years, the reasoning is that anything will happen, 
including the production of life. Of course though, this contradicts all existing evidence and 
scientific constraints.  
 
                                                           
1
    Prof. A.E Wilder-Smith, The creation of life: a cybernetic approach to evolution, pg 65, (1970)  

2
 Ibid., pg 107 

3
 M. Eden, article in P. S. Moorhead and M. M. Kaplan, eds., Mathematical Challenges to the Neo-Darwinian 

Interpretation of Evolution, pg 14  
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Peter T. Mora says it honestly “I believe we developed [long time periods] to avoid facing the 
conclusion that the probability of a self-reproducing state is zero. These escape clauses [long 
time periods] postulate an almost infinite amount of time and an almost infinite amount of 
material, so that even the most unlikely event could have happened. This is to invoke 
probability and statistical considerations when such considerations are meaningless. When for 
practical purposes the condition of infinite time and matter has to be invoked, the concept of 
probability is annulled. By such logic we can prove anything, such as that no matter how 
complex, everything will repeat itself, exactly and innumerably.4”  
 
Mora’s view expresses the practice of evolutionary theory. If we are concerned about how a 
mechanism works, or the probability that evolution is true, add a few million years to the 
equation so that it can be solved. Time is a way to circumspect the fact that evolution is 
founded on no evidence and goes against the second law of thermodynamics.  
 
We have briefly mentioned the view that biochemical evolution is dependent upon the internal 
properties of the matter itself. The matter is increasingly ordered and coded because it is ‘pre-
destined’. Unsurprisingly this view is a look to avoid the necessity of any outside organising 
influence on matter as far as the appearance of life’s codes and their maintenance are 
concerned. These scientists know that random chance will not do the trick and to avoid the 
necessity of the outside influence of matter, which would mean an immediate appeal to the 
supernatural, they propose appealing to internal, inherent material sources of the direction 
which they must have. 
 
If evolutionists can’t look to the outside (that would consider God being involved) they then 
must look inside. The problems with is twofold; no evidence exists that matter can inherently 
become coded and ordered, and it is against the second law of thermodynamics.  
 
Nature when left by itself will produce death not life. Think about it and see that this is 
indisputable….everything in life moves in the direction of death, not life.  
 
The main point which we have been establishing is that true upward evolution is dependent 
upon true upward coding, and that true upward coding cannot come from randomness but 
intelligence.  
 
It is now clear that information stored on genes must have had its origin in sources other than 
randomness. For information is crystalised in programming, and programming flows out of 
intelligence5. It is clear than intelligence does not originate in the randomness of matter.  
 
    

                                                           
4
 Peter T. Mora. In The Origins…., pg 45 

5
 Prof. A.E Wilder-Smith, The creation of life: a cybernetic approach to evolution, pg 244, (1970) 


